A headstart for the hills

A few sneaky lessons can help you make the most of your skiing adventure, writes Yvonne Gordon

‘H’OLD on to the bar and don’t let go,’ says Frank. I am standing, on skis, holding a black bar tightly with both hands and white knuckles as my ski instructor is about to start the giant roller.

The beige carpet under my skis is about to start moving and I have to stay in place. This is a ski lesson at the Ski Centre in Sandyford, Dublin, home to an indoor ski slope simulator.

The slope measures just 5m wide and 10m long, but because it’s constantly moving, you can ski for as long as you want without stopping.

I have skied many times on snow, so it takes my brain a few minutes to get used to the fact that while I am skiing, the ground is moving but I am not. However, I am soon ready to let go of the bar and ski on my own.

One of the nicest things about skiing on a roller is that not only can you ski for as long as you want, but you never get to the bottom or have to get a chair lift back up. The idea is to keep pace with the roller, which the instructors control the speed and angle of with a remote control. The slope can be tilted at the angle of either a green, blue, red or black slope and the maximum speed is 22km per hour.

‘Go backwards up the slope by doing the plough and digging your edges in,’ calls Frank. I am soon whizzing backwards up the slope and skiing down again.

The Ski Centre has two slopes. On each, there’s a bar at the bottom and a huge window so skiers can see their reflection while skiing. Unlike on real snow, with this instructor can stand on the platform right in front of the person skiing and make comments to them to adjust their stance or movement, so it’s really interactive – perfect for either learning or improving technique. There are seven learning levels and the lessons are a good workout too.

I ski along at a gentle 9km per hour – during lessons people usually ski for 30 minutes in total with two breaks in the middle.

As it’s a harder surface to learn on than snow, it happens so you won’t be stranded or out of pocket.

Call Crystal Ski Holidays: 01-433 1080 or visit their office, just off Grafton Street at 18-19 Duke Street, Dublin 2. You can also book a Crystal Ski Holiday with your travel agent, or online: www.crystalski.ie